THE STAR OF DAVID
History & Metaphysical Significance

The Star of David is an ancient symbol. It has been recognized as one of the most
fundamental sacred symbols for millennia, not
only in the Jewish tradition, but also in other
cultures and religious traditions. The form of a
six sided star which results from the merging of
two overlapping triangles is an archetypal one it is fundamental to consciousness. The symbol
depicts the union that creates life itself: the marriage of male and female, of heaven and earth,
of man with divinity. Although the symbol is
drawn two dimensionally, the symbol is actually
multi-dimensional. In it’s full dimensionality it is
a vehicle which often times is referred to as the
“Merkaba Vehicle”. It is this vehicle that allows
us to experience our own multi-dimensionality
during our physical lifetime. It is also the vehicle
that allows for incarnation to and from the spiritual plane into earthly experience. One can use
this vehicle to strengthen the connection with
the Divine.
The Star of David pendant combines
the magical properties of the ancient symbol
with the unique properties of quartz. This
particular depiction of the Star of David was first
developed by Marcel Vogel. The cut is unique
in that the faceting of the quartz creates the six
sided star. By placing an upright triangle on the
face of the stone and an inverted triangle on the
opposite face of the stone an energetic flow is
established.

Vogel also discovered that quartz is an impeccable vehicle for cohering and amplifying energy.
(This is why quartz is a is a fundamental component in modern electronics).

THE VOGEL TECHNIQUE

As Vogel worked with quartz both in conventional experiments and in healing applications he
developed a simple method of clearing and programming his quartz tools. The technique developed can be used with any crystal - or any object for
that matter. It is just that quartz crystals are particularly good at holding a charge. The Vogel technique
incorporates two key concepts. The first is that
quartz has the innate ability to function as a psychotronic device. It can hold information in the form of
a thought, an emotion or a frequency almost indefinitely without loss of cohesion. The second key
concept is that the breath can be used as a vehicle
to place a thought, emotion or essence into quartz.
The act of doing this is referred to as “programming
you crystal”.
CLEARING YOUR CRYSTAL: Take a moment and bring into your being the essence of purity
- both the thought and the feeling of purity. Once
the connection with this essence is strong, fill your
lungs with it. Hold your breath and let the essence
build. Place your attention on the crystal. Use your
intention to place the essence of purity into the
crystal as you release a FORCED EXHALE through
the nose. This forced exhale allows the essence to
move as a whole thought form into the crystal. As
you look into the crystal with your mind’s eye you
should see any negative energy leave the crystal.
If you see a residue, shadow or unpleasant energy
still remaining, repeat the procedure until your crystal is clear.

PROGRAMMING YOUR CRYSTAL: After
clearing your crystal it is now ready to program.
We recommend using a simple program such
as PEACE, WELL-BEING & LOVE. Focus on
bringing the essence of peace into your being.
Allow this essence to fill you and build in your
lungs. Now bring the essence of Well-being
(yourself in perfect health, connected with the
Earth and Divine). Again, fill yourself and allow
this essence to build in your lungs - mingling
with the essence of Peace. Now bring in the
essence of Pure Love. Fill yourself with this essence. Place your attention on the crystal and
use a FORCED EXHALE through the nose to
intend those essences (your program) into your
crystal.

WEARING A STAR OF DAVID PENDANT

The Star of David pendant can be worn two
ways. By placing the female side against your
body the crystal will draw prana (life force) from
you, flavor it with Peace, Well-being and Love
(your crystal’s program), amplify these qualities
and radiate them into your aura. This creates a
brilliant shield and provides psychic and energetic protection. It also magnetizes you to draw
those qualities in from the universe. By wearing
the male side against your body the crystal will
draw in prana from your environment. As this
life force passes through the crystal it is flavored
with Peace, Well-being and Love. The life force
is then radiated into your body.
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Wearing a Star of David Pendant

The Jewelry Factory offers the Star of
David Pendant in 2 sizes and several
different types of quartz. Sterling Silver
or 14K Gold mountings available.

Tools For Evolution

THE STAR OF DAVID
PENDANT

“Love is the glue of the universe
and helps keep matter in form.
When I love you, I empower you
to bring yourself into a state of
wholeness.” - Marcel Vogel

Specializing in Fine Quality Metaphysical
Tools to empower you in your spiritual
evolution.
Pictured Above: Flower of Life Pendant,
The Angelic StarTM Pendant, Miniature
Kabbalistic CrystalTM Pendant and the
Star of David Pendant.
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